
New (old) records continue to pour in to the 

Community Archives! This month it was the 

County of Hastings’ turn to transfer some of their 

materials. We received 50 volumes of minute 

books and by-laws, going back to the days of the 

Victoria District in 1842. 

These records have now 

all been listed, labelled 

and are safely tucked 

away in one of the 

Archives’ vaults. 

If you are interested in finding out what materials the Community 

Archives holds, you can now use a new service to explore our 

collections from the comfort of your own computer. 

We have just started to share descriptions of our records through an 

online catalogue which can be found at: 

‘Discover’ allows us to enter information about accessions (new 

additions to the archives) and to convert those details into 

descriptions, so that new additions can be shared almost as soon as 

we receive them. 

We have already added information about all of the new Hastings County records (and more than 

80 other collections) to Discover and many more will be added in the months to come. 
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2016-43 Digital images of blueprint 

of Gibson Infirmary, Sir James 

Whitney School for the Deaf 

2016-44 Minutes and by-laws of 

Hastings County, 1842-1997 

2016-45 Notes on the history of 

the Hastings and Prince Edward 

Regiment by Lt. Col. Bryson Carlyle 

Donnan 

2016-46 Quinte Cultural Centre 

campaign materials 

2016-47 Print of a drawing of 64 

South Front Street, Belleville

 

This month we are featuring the Harold 

Stinson collection. Harold was a taxi 

driver in Trenton during the 1920s, at the height of the 

town’s ‘Hollywood North’ era. He frequently gave rides to 

members of the cast and crew of the movie Carry on 

Sergeant! as his passenger log book shows. Bruce 

Bairnsfather, the writer and director of the film, was a 

regular fare for Harold. He gave the taxi driver the film 

script and photographs taken on the set of the movie, 

some of which feature in our exhibit. 
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Archives volunteer Kieran Delaney has 

performed digital miracles to restore a 

Coronation poster from 1902 to its 

former glory. The poster was prepared 

for the Belleville celebrations of the 

coronation of Edward VII in June, but 

the day was cancelled, as the King went 

down with appendicitis. The coronation 

was postponed until August. 

Read Laurel Bishop’s article on this 

project at .


